
STEP 69

The glass is placed on the upper end of the rod and secured 
with a nut.

In its resting position, the suspension of the lower end of 
the nut is resting in the internal flanges of the glass. A ring 
with trunnions is welded to the glass, which fits in a traverse 
opening. Traverses are attached with the aid of fingers to 
the bracket, welded to the upper frontal armoured plate 
in the hull of the tank. The eye in the rod is attached by 
a finger to a lever, mounted on the balancer axis splines 

T he suspension absorbs shock from impacts while 
the tank is in motion. The suspension of the front 
track rollers differs in its design from the suspension 
of the remaining rollers. It includes two cylindrical 

screw springs: an internal and external balancer, a glass 
with a ring welded to it with trunnions, a spring support, 
a rod, two traverses, fingers and two supports. The springs, 
placed on the rod, rest on the lower ends in the stem eye 
flange and support, and the upper ends in the glass flange. 

ASSEMBLY GUIDE

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The suspension of the tank is individual with cylindrical helical springs. This includes 
the parts that connect the tank body to the support rollers. 

The suspension for 
the front support rollers 
is located in the driving 
compartment and 
is surrounded by 
a special panel. 
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065C062C

069B 069B1Fit the two spring lower supports of mail wheel  (069B) 
onto the protruding axles of the main wheel trunnions 
(062C and 065C), pointing upwards as shown. Secure 

both with a SM screw.

2Slide a suspension spring (069A) onto each of the 
spring lower supports of the main wheels (069B).

CODE  
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

069A Suspension spring 4

069B Spring lower support of main wheel 4

LM 2.3 × 4mm screw 2 + 1*

SM 2.3 × 4 × 5mm screw 2 + 1*

* includes spares

SM SM

LM

SM

068A

069A 069A

061A

068A

3Fit the left side 
panel of the engine 
compartment (068A) 

onto the left hull side A (061A) 
so that the two suspension 
springs (069A) fit over 
the spring upper supports 
of the main wheels (068D). 
Secure with a LM screw 
through each mounting 
bracket (068B).

IMPORTANT: At this stage, 
the wheels can drop down 
causing the springs disengage, 
so take care when storing.

NOTE: Keep the two remaining 
suspension springs (069A) and 
two spring lower supports of 
main wheel (069B) in a safe 
place to be fitted in issue 76.

LM LM



STEP 70
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The suspension of the second, third, fourth and fifth support rollers is located 
obliquely inside the tank hull in a special shaft.

1

Separate components of 
the suspension of the first 
support rollers, e.g., the 
traverse bush, a ring with 
pins, fingers and a traverse, 
are also interchangeable 
with the components for 
the suspension for the 
remaining support rollers.

The suspension comprises the following components: 
two coil springs placed one above the other, 
a balance weight, a rod with a nut screwed onto one 
end, a glass, a ring with pins, fingers and a rest. 

The springs are placed on the rod. The lower end of 
the lower spring rests in the rod flange, while the upper end 
rests in the steering bush. The lower end of the upper spring 
rests in the bush, while the upper end rests in the flange 
of the glass.

The lower end of the rod with its eye is placed on the pin 
of the balance weight and is restrained from shifting by 
a washer and a bolt screwed to the end of the pin.

From above, the suspension is protected from dust and 
mud by a case. The case for the suspension of the third support 
roller differs in shape from the case for the suspension of the 
other rollers. Moreover, a glass with a cut flange is mounted 
in the suspension of the third support roller. All the remaining 
components in the suspension of the second, third, fourth and 
fifth support rollers are interchangeable.

When the support roller strikes an obstacle the balance 
weight turns and via a lever or a pin compresses the springs. 
The upper end of the rod thereby slides across the bush pressed 
into the lower portion of the glass, while the cylindrical steering 
nut moves across the internal surface of the glass.
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070C

1Stretch the tyre (070B) onto the rim of the main wheel 
inner (070A). Ensure that the tyre seats firmly and evenly all 
around the rim.

NOTE: Keep the main wheel trunnion (070C) to be fitted 
in the next stage.

CODE 
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

070A Main wheel inner 1

070B Tyre 1

070C Main wheel trunnion 1



STEP 71
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The balancer joins the support roller to the suspension spring. The balancer  
is made of steel, with an opening at both ends into which the axis of the balancer  
and the support roller is fitted.

1

The location of the rollers (balancers) next to the wheel is 
checked with the aid of string, which is stretched in the middle of 
the steering and leading wheels. The rollers must be mounted in 
such a manner that the thread is located in the middle between 
the internal butt surfaces of the support bandages, whereby the 
distance from it tp these surfaces must not be less than 24 mm.

A rest takes the form of a rubber buffer, attached by four bolts 
to the bracket welded to the tank hull.

T he axis of the balancer is provided by two cast-
iron plugs, pressed into the bracket of the hull. 
In its design, the balancer of the first support rollers 
differs from the other rollers: its axis has splines, 

on which is mounted a lever connecting the balancer with 
the rod. In the balancer of the second, third, fourth and 
fifth support rollers, a pin has been pressed in to connect 
the balancer to the rod.

The rest is intended to 
limit the  upwards travel 
of the support roller and 
soften the impact of 
the balancer against 
the tank hull. 
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3Fit the pivot of the main wheel trunnion (070C) – 
supplied with issue 70 – onto the screw post beside 
the next slot in the left hull side A (61A), ensuring 

that the axle is orientated as shown. Fit the small washer 
(071E) into the pivot socket, then fix with a LM screw through 
the washer.

5Push the main 
wheel hub (071B) 
firmly onto 

the inner rim of the main 
wheel outer (071A) so that 
it covers the screw.

4Fit the wheel assembly onto the outer axle of the main 
wheel trunnion (070C). Fit the large washer (071D) 
into the centre of the wheel and secure with a LM 

screw through the washer.

LM

LM

CODE 
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

071A Main wheel outer 1

071B Main wheel hub 1

071C Tyre 1

071D Large washer 1

071E Small washer 1

LM 2.3 × 4mm screw 2 + 1*

* includes spare

071A

071B

071C

071D 071E

LM

071A

071A

071C

070A

1Stretch the tyre (071C) onto the rim of the main wheel 
outer (071A). Ensure that the tyre sits firmly and evenly 
all around the rim.

2Fit the main wheel outer (071A) to the main wheel 
inner (070A), ensuring that the three pins around 
the inner rim fit firmly into the corresponding sockets.



STEP 72

Furthermore, accumulator batteries operate in parallel 
with the generator when current consumed in the network 
exceeds the current provided by the generator.

Four acid starter accumulator batteries 6СТЭ-140М are 
installed in the tank.

The batteries are connect in parallel and in series, so 
that their general voltage is equal to 24V, and their general 
capacity is -280 A.

T he sources of electrical energy are four accumulator 
batteries and a direct current generator, working 
jointly with a relay regulator.

Starter accumulator batteries are intended to supply 
electrical energy to the electrical starter when the engine 
is started and to supply remaining consumer units when 
the engine is not working or working at low revs (when the 
generator voltage is below that of the accumulator batteries). 

ASSEMBLY GUIDE

1

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The tank’s electrical equipment comprises sources and consumer units of electrical 
energy, auxiliary and control-measuring devices and an electrical [on-board] network. 

Accumulator batteries are 
installed in the tank on 
two longitudinal beds on 
both sides of the engine.
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072A067A

072B067B

3Take the set of track links that you 
assembled in stage 67. Lay them end 
to end with the set you assembled 

in step 2, alternating them as shown. Fit 
them together using two DP screws.

DP

DP

072A

072A 072B

072A

072B

072B

1Take the eight track links (072A) and eight track 
links with guide horns (072B) and lay them in a row, 
alternating them as shown. Interlock one pair and fix 

them together using a DP screw through each end of the 
hinged joint.

2Repeat the same technique to join 
all 16 pieces of the track together. 
Ensure you alternate the plain 

track links (072A) with those with guide 
horns (072B) and secure each pair 
with two DP screws.

DP

DP

DP

DP

CODE 
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

072A Track link 8

072B Track link with guide horn 8

DP 1.5 × 5mm screw 32 + 5*

* includes spares

DP

072A

072B
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